Inmidtown Habitats Design Competition Q&A
Question

Answer

A

Can an individual/ firm submit more
than one entry and in more than one
category? If yes - do we have to pay
the entry fee more than once for
multiple entries?

Only one entry per individual/firm can be
accepted. However, please note that entrants
are required to provide proposals for a suite of
elements from each category.

B

The competition brief asks for design
proposals that comprise: one beehive;
one bird-box OR one bat-box; two or
three planters.
Could you please specify if entries
need to include proposals for all of
the three categories mentioned
above? Conversely, is it acceptable to
deliver design proposals for only one
or two of those categories?

Entries should include proposals for each of the
three categories.
Designers are advised to avail themselves of the
expert resources regarding each animal’s
respective needs that have been referred to in
the brief.

We are specialists in bats and birds,
not so much bees.
Can we just enter for one or two of
the typologies, or do we need to enter
designs for planters, bees and
bird/bat boxes?
C

What is the estimated number of
units to be produced at the 'volume
manufacture' stage?
This information will be useful for
estimating the cost of the mass
produced items.

As an approximate guide, the client expects to
produce in the region of:

I am participating in the inmidtown
competition and I was wondering
what are the details for international
submissions.

The alternative submission process offered by
our printing partners is open (and indeed
intended for) international entrants.

I've read over the brief and read the
specifics for courier services but is

25 hives
75 planters
100 bird/bat boxes

For those intending to submit using our
printing partners, a pdf copy of all submission
materials must be sent to both the printers and

there a way to use the printing
services?
I find that it might be an easier
alternative to use these services
rather than the international
shipping.

the Architecture Foundation. (A pdf of a
completed registration form should also be
included in the submission to the printers)
Entrants should make direct contact with the
printers at the earliest possible time, to ensure
their submission is booked in and payment
arrangements have been agreed. The printing
partners will then print and deliver the
submission to the Architecture Foundation by
the closing date according to the specifics
agreed between entrant and printer.
PDF copies for the Architecture Foundation
should be sent to
habitats@architecturefoundation.org.uk with a
subject line of “inmidtown Habitats Submission
PDFs”
Please note that all printing costs must still be
borne by the entrant, and payment organised
directly with the chosen printers, although a
discount on their regular rates is offered
[please ask printer for further details].
Delivery of printed material to The
Architecture Foundation without review is
done so at entrants own risk. We recommend
entrants make contact with the printers at an
early stage to ensure adequate lead-in time is
allowed, though an absolute minimum of 3
working days is required by both companies.
(For those entrants intending to submit printed
material directly to the Architecture
Foundation, the following should all be
delivered together to the Architecture
Foundation by the closing date:
- the printed boards and report
- a CD with PDF copies of submission
materials, and
- a completed copy of the registration form, in a
sealed envelope.)
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